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hm85 Solo

Designed for both contract and domestic 
environments, Simon Pengelly’s generously 
proportioned Solo/hm85 armchair is 
characterised by the meticulous detailing 
of its sculptural form, skilful tailoring and 
elegant finishing. Available in either low-back 
or high-back versions, the steel framework 
incorporating a sprung seat is encapsulated in a 
high-density cmhr foam moulding.

Footstools are also available.

Multi-tone upholstery is available - inside and 
outside panels can be upholstered is different 
fabrics. When specified in leather the inside 
panels can be upholstered in supple leather, 
with outer panels in fabric.

For more information, click here.

hm85a chairs and b table

One of the most prolific and wide-ranging 
designers working in the British furniture 
industry today, Pengelly has developed 
products with many of the UK and Europe’s 
leading contemporary furniture manufacturers. 
Born on Oxfordshire in 1967, by the age of 
fifteen he had become an award-winning 
cabinet maker. He studied at Rycotewood 
College and Kingston Polytechnic, graduating in 
1988. After working with Conran Design Group 
and Habitat, Pengelly started his own design 
company in 1996.

His first collaboration with Hitch Mylius was 
hm83 in 2004, soon followed by hm85 and 
hm86. The hm87 cocoon chair was launched 
in 2012. A pragmatic approach to problem 
solving and his affinity with materials and 
processes have attracted briefs that have 
resulted in award-winning designs characterised 
by Pengelly’s mix of understated design, 
engineering and innovation.

https://www.hitchmylius.co.uk/designer/simon-pengelly/
https://www.hitchmylius.co.uk/product_ranges/hm85-solo/


hm85a2 high-back chairs with hm68a table



hm85h high-back chairs



hm85h2 high-back chairs with hm68a table



hm85a and h chairs hm85a chairs

hm85h high-back chairshm85h high-back chairs
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design: Simon Pengelly

380seat height:

Showroom
2nd floor
12 Greenhill Rents
London EC1M 6BN

Factory and HQ
Alma House
301 Alma Road
Enfield EN3 7BB
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